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DOES DETER- It is a common belief among peace workers that the existence and th e

RENCE WORK? threat of nuclear weapons may do serious psychological damage to people .

We question whether the world's po pulations and its leaders can remai n

calm and rational during times of serious international crisis . We take serious issue

with the assumption behind deterrence that increased fear produces reason and prevent s

war . Sometimes we even dare to ask the deeper question, "Is human nature capable o f

living in a world without war?" However, it is difficult to find material relevant t o
these questi-ns from the behavioral sciences in a form which the average layman ca n

understand .

WEAPONS AND Last month a significant new report was released which deals with bot h
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the psychological effects of nuclear weapons and possible ways of pre -

venting nuclear war . Entitled "Psychiatric Aspects of the Prevention o f

Nuclear War," this report was formulated by the Committee on Social Issues of the Grou p

for the Advancement of Psychiatry . It does not contain new research, but rather is a n

attempt to digest and compile material already available . For those who want to prob e
into actual studies, an extensive bibliography of source material is included . Thi s

Newsletter will describe some of the highlights of the report . For those who want the

full story, the report may be obtained from the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatr y

(104 East 25th St ., New York, N . Y . 1n410) for $1 .50 .

IS NONVIOLENCE AGAIrST The report opens by stating that war is a social institution ,
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not "the sum total of countless individual human aggressions . "
As a social institution it requires an advance d. degree of tech -

nology and organization . Such a structure can be both modified or eliminated by man .

Then the report deals decisively with the claim that the use of nonviolence in solving

conflicts is against human nature .

"In spite of man's proclivity for resorting to violence to solve problem s
or resolve conflicts, there is nothing in what we know about the nature o f

man that would prevent his learning to substitute nonviolent force for vio-
lent force in such matters . Indeed, the survival of humanity in the nuclea r

age may well depend on man's opacity to find and employ techniques les s

destructive than war in the conduct of international conflict . "

As for the effects of fear on human behavior, the report recognizes that fear ca n

cause constructive behavior . But excessive fear is clearly destructive . It causes

people to rely on habitual responses rather than to search for helpful alternatives .
Fear c^n even make people cease activity entirely . People try to ward off the threat

by immediate action, regardless of its long-term consequences .

An easy way to fend off a threat is to deny thrt it eyists . Or, one can create

the myth that "it can't happen here ." More subtle is the inadequacy of language t o

describe nuclear devastation . How can we picture a 20-megaton explosion in words?_ Ol d
words like "defense" and "rational security" lose their traditional meanings, and new
words like "overkill" avoid strong emotional responses, dulling our perception of th e
danger .

THE ESCAPE OF

	

Such impersonal use of language, though sometimes unavoidable, i s
"DEA?TMATTIZATION" part of a new phenomenon of the nuclear age which the report call s

"dehumanization ." It describes "dehumae ization" as a new defense
mechanism by which people are able to put aside fear, guilt, or personal discomfort .

Stereotyped groups are created which leave 'lut essential human characteristics . Rea l
people thus become "sub--human," "bad-human," "super-human," or "non-human ." No longer
is it necessary to identify with them . Identification can also be excused by the in -
creasing bureaucratization of our society . One is powerless to act effectively, and s o
one is excused from acting at all .

DETERRENCE : RATIONAL Two aspects of nuclear strategy are examined by the report, be-
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cause they are obviously relevant to psychological analysis .
Deterrence assumes that the leaders of the nuc l ear powers will act

rationally in times of severe international crisis . But, as stated earlier, people

tend to become impulsive and irrational in times of great tension . Furthermore, as the

nuclear arsenals grow, more individuals must be responsible for handling the weapons .

Flexibility has to be maintained so that a unit can act even if the President is killed

or if it becomes completely isolated . Despite the most careful screening, it is impos-

sible to weed out all the paranoid individuals from the most sensitive posts .

CIVIL DEFENSE :

		

Civil defense, although it will undoubtedly protect some people fro m

SHELTER OR TRAP? nuclear devastation, raises some disquieting questions . Because of
the cost of civil defense, some people will get more protection than



others . This involves making choices of who is "expendable ." When the emphasis was
placed on private shelters, those who built shelters were encouraged to arm themselve s

with weapons to keep out their neighbors . Special agreements were sometimes made wit h
building contractors to conceal the fact that a shelter was being built . Rather than
building a community of mutual trust, the shelter program tended to breed mutual sus-

picion . After a person has built a shelter, he may welcome a nuclear war in order t o

vindicate his foresight . He may even support policies which make war more likely .
Finally, the report suggests that an intensive shelter program may be viewed by th e

Russians as evidence that we plan to start a war, increasing rather than reducing ten -

sions .

THE HOPE OF In its concluding section, the report explores the possibility of managing
NONVIOLENCE conflict without violence . Much emphasis is placed on the need for meas -

ures and policies which bring mutual trust, and the avoidance of policie s
which breed mistrust . Also stressed is the importance of communication and the avoidanc e
of distortion . Without mutual trust and accurate communication, conflict resolution i s
very difficult . Examples of the successful uses of nonviolence are given, but the repor t
admits that the immediate prospects for the use of nonviolence in international conflic t
are not encouraging . More significantly, however, the report finds nonviolence ha s
demonstrated that group standards can be created which will enable ordinary people t o
maintain nonviolent discipline under extreme provocation . Nonviolence may be able t o
overcome feelings of weakness and helplessness which are major causes of war .

THE SYRACUSE ROUND-UP was a real inspiration to those of us who attended it this year .

The turnout was somewhat larger this year than last, but what delighted us most was the
large number of new young faces . About half of the attenders were high school and college
students . The warm hospitality of Bethany Bartist Church was very gratefully appreciated .

Bruce Thomas of Syracuse CORE opened the Round-up with a moving account of what it wa s
like to be in Mississippi this summer . The freedom songs woven through the tales of
Mississippi terror made one feel a real part of the civil rights movement . From Missis-
sippi we traveled with Clarence Jordan to rural Georgia . His vivid manner of speaking
and use of humor added great depth to the story of that little band which set out to buil d

an oasis of integration in a desert of race hatred . The highlight of Clarence Jordan' s

address was the moving account of the four years s pent by his daughter Jan at Americu s
High . Words cannot recreate the power of this man's witness .

In the afternoon we were all participants in a training workshop in nonviolence .
Lawrence Apsey, Ross Flanagan, and Walter South guided us through a series of carefull y

planned role-playing sociodramas . Though these were not real situations, they were suf-
ficiently vivid that we felt as if we were confronting actual hostility and tension .

Training in nonviolent methods is helpful in preparing people to take part in nonviolen t

direct action projects . Unforeseen events may occur which the participant is not prepare d

to handle . People who feel unable to take part in such projects may, with training, b e

encouraged totry .

UNITED NATIONS DAY comes this year on Wednesday, October 21st . On that day the Unite d
Nations Association of Central New York will hold a luncheon at the Persian Terrace a t
Hotel Syracuse beginning at 12 Noon . Mr . David Owen, chairman of the UN Technical Assist-
ance Board will speak on "Peace and the Expanding World Economy ." Reservations for the
luncheon should be made by calling the United Nations Office (422-1605) or Mrs . Biorn-
Hansen (446-5548) by October 19 . The charge of 42 .50 for the luncheon includes the gratu-
ity . For those who would like to explore UN peace efforts in Asia, Africa, and Lati n
America through the eyes of three faculty members of the Maxwell School, there will be a
morning Institute, also at the Persian Terrace, beginning at 9 :30 . Registration for the
morning program is„ $1 .00

"UNITED NATIONS -- Justice for All" is the title of an address to be given by Mr . Stanwood
Cobb at the Everson Museum on Sunday, October 25th at 3 :00 p .m . Mr . Cobb is a well known
author and lecturer who has traveled widely through Europe and the Middle East . His visi t
here is sponsored by the Syracuse Baha'is . Refreshments will be served and there is n o
admission charge .
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